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SURVEYING _ II

lTime :3 hours

[,\4aximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Ansrver all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define the term transiting the telescope.

2. What is meant by closing-error ?

3. List the different methods of tachomety.

4. What is length of a curve ?

5. What is an EDM ? 15x2 = 10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks: 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. State the following :

(a) Right swing @) Face left observation (c) Trururion axis

2. Write any six uses of a theodoiite.

3. Compare consecirtive co-ordinate and independent co-ordinates.

4. List the steps involved in Gales taverse table.

5. Derive the fi.ndarnental distance formula of stadia tachometry, D : kS + C.

6. Explain simple and compound curves with neat sketches.

7. What are the applications of remote sensing ? 15x6 = 30)
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PART - C

Cvtaximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fuil question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNII - i

III (a) List out the firndamental axes of a tansit theodoiite and mention their relationship

between them if the theodolite is in perfect adjustrnent' 8

(b) Explain the steps involved in temporary adjustment of a tansit theodolite. 7

On

N (a) I:xplain measuring horizonlal angte by repetition method. 8

(b) Explain the permanent adjustment of a plate level axis of a theodolite. 1

UNn - II

V (a) What is deflection angie and write the procedure for traversing by cieflection angle ? 8

(b) The following table gives the length and bearing of the four lines of a closed theodolite'

Theodolite taverse ABCDE. Determine the length and bearing of the fifth line EA.

Line Length Bearing

AB 194.1 85o 30'

BC 201.1 150 00'

cD 165.4 285"30',

DE 172.6 195030'

EA

On

VI (a) Define baiancing of the tavene. State Bowditch's ntle and Transit rule.

O) The latitude and departures of the lines of a closed taverse are given below.

Calculate the area of the traverse.

. Line Northing Southing Easting lVesting

AB 157.2 i54.8

BC 210.5 52.5

cD 17s.4 98.3

DA 228.7 109.0

Urrr - III

VII (a) Derive ar expression for the horizontal distance D of a vertical staff from the

tachometer if the line of sight is inclined in stadia tachometry.

7
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(b) Determine the distance between the instrument station P and the staff station Q
from the following data :

Height of the irsfumenr = 1.490m

Vertical angle = *4o 30'

Staff reading (vertical) = 0.645; 0.998; 1.351m.

Also determine the R.L. of Q if that of p is 200.410m.

Takek=l00andC=0.0

On

vm (a) Derive the method to find out the R. L. of stafr shtion (e) of the case

when both the angles are of angles of elevation in tangential method of tachometry. 7

(b) In order to determine the elevation of the top Q of a signal, observations were
made from hvo instrument stations A and B vr4rich are in line with the signal. lhe
stations A and B are 80m apar1. The vertical angles of Q as observed at A and
B were 30" 45tand 16o iOt. The staff readings on the bench mark of elevation
178.450 m was 2.850m when the instrument was at A, and 3.580m when the
instrument was at B. Determine the elevation of the top and foot of thc signal, if
the height of the signal above the base is 5m. g

UNrr - IV

D( (a) Two straight lines intersect at chainage 1150.50m, and the angle of deflection is
60o. if the radius of the curve is 500 m, determine the following :

0 lb.ngent distance

(ii) Irngth'of the curve

0n) Chainage ofpoint ofcurvature and tangency

(rD kngttr of long chord

(v) Degee of curve

(vi) Apex distance and mid-ordinare. 10

(b) What are the components of GPS receiver ? 5

On

X (a) Detdrmine the ordinates of the points on a circular curve having a long chord
of 100 m and a mid ordinate of 5 m. The ordinates are to be measured from the

long chord at an interval of 10 m. 10

(b) What is a Distomat ? List any four models of a Distomat. 5
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